Circulation and Transportation
Overview
Access to and within the Downtown is critical to its success. Streets, sidewalks, pathways and the railroad are the
paths of access to the Downtown. Many residents who live near the Downtown choose to walk due to the short
distance, for the exercise, and to avoid driving around Downtown looking for a parking space.
Streets allow for vehicular and some bicycle access to and from the Downtown. Main Street is the primary street
corridor through the community, and connects the Downtown to St. Charles/Geneva Roads to the north, Roosevelt
Road to the south, and to points beyond. High traffic volumes along these two east-west corridors provide the
opportunity for increased Downtown exposure by enhancing and/or expanding the wayfinding signage and materials
at these intersections with Main Street.
The primary pathway through Glen Ellyn is the Illinois Prairie Path. Many bicyclists, runners, walkers, and families
utilize this path. The meandering path passes through Downtown along the south side of the railroad tracks and
easily connects the users to the Downtown shopping, services, and amenities – including the Prairie Path Park
between Forest Avenue and Park Boulevard.

Photos along the Illinois Prairie Path.
The Galena and Chicago Union Railroad opened in 1848, connecting the area (now known as Glen Ellyn) to the
region with rail service. Today, three railroad tracks pass through Downtown Glen Ellyn, connecting the community
to Downtown Chicago 20 miles to the east and Elburn 22 miles to the west. Travel times between Glen Ellyn and
Downtown Chicago are generally 48 minutes via a local train, and 36 minutes via an express train.
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Glen Ellyn Street Map

Pedestrian
Many participants in the planning process have mentioned that they feel that one of the positive attributes of the
Downtown is its pedestrian-friendliness. Many of these same people also mention that parking is not convenient,
while others say that if someone is willing to walk just a block or two there is ample parking. Pedestrian-friendliness
is more than just walking a block or two – the walk also needs to be enjoyable enough that a one- or two-block walk
doesn’t seem very far at all.
Sidewalks and Crosswalks
Sidewalks are a key component of pedestrian-friendliness – too narrow and people bump into each other as they
pass by; too wide/empty and the ambiance can feel cold and uninviting; too poorly maintained and they become a
safety hazard; and too much snow and ice and people might go home or shop in an enclosed mall.
Crosswalks are another component to pedestrian-friendliness. Unfortunately, not every driver yields to pedestrians in
crosswalks, so crossing streets can sometimes result in an unpleasant experience.
Multiple participants have mentioned issues regarding the maintenance of the sidewalks – either sections of concrete
are in need of repair/replacement or the sidewalks are not completely cleared of snow/ice (including piles of snow
along the curb line, making it difficult for passengers to get out of cars that utilize the on-street parking.
Railroad Crossings
The study area has three railroad crossings for pedestrians – one each at Prospect Avenue, Main Street, and Park
Boulevard. The crossings at Main Street and Park Boulevard have decorative planters and benches so that
pedestrians can take a seat and rest if the wait for trains gets too long.
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Bicycle
A very fuel-efficient alternative to the automobile can get the bicyclist to his or her destination faster than walking.
Finding safe routes of travel – for recreation or for transportation – is a high priority.
Bicycle Routes

Illinois Prairie Path
The Illinois Prairie Path is a 61-mile trail that connects Forest Park to Elgin. The main stem of the Illinois Prairie Path
passes through Downtown Glen Ellyn. To the west, the Elgin Branch (with a Geneva Spur) and the Aurora Branch
(with a Batavia Spur) split off from the main stem just west of Main Street in Wheaton. To the east, the main stem of
the path connects to the Great Western Trail (between Villa Park and Elmhurst), and continues to Forest Park.
Amenities along the Illinois Prairie Path as listed in the DuPage County Trail Guide1 include: a swimming pool,
restored archaeological site, a museum, picnic areas, an 1890’s living history farm, restrooms, concession stands,
equestrian trails, pavilions and parking lots. Prairie Path Park is listed as a point of interest along the Illinois Prairie
Path. The only amenity in the Prairie Path Park listed on the brochure is a drinking fountain. Recommendation:
Make a request to update the brochure to include a gazebo and rest area benches, and consider adding amenities to
the park and along the pathway to entice users of the trail to stop in Glen Ellyn.
On-Street Routes
According to the Illinois Official Bicycle Map: Chicago/Northeastern Illinois Map 1, indicates that caution is advised for
bicyclists who choose to ride their bikes on Main Street between Roosevelt Road and Geneva/St. Charles Roads. In
addition, Roosevelt Road is not a recommended route for bicycling, and caution is advised on Geneva Road and St.
Charles Road (both west of Main Street); however, St. Charles Road east of Main Street is deemed “most suitable for
bicycling”. Participants in the planning process have also mentioned the difficulty of riding a bicycle along Park
Boulevard.
1

http://www.dupageco.org/bikeways/trailGuide.pdf
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The DuPage County Bikeways and Trails Map, indicates a “Proposed Local Bikeway” along Lorraine Road from
Duane Street, south to Roosevelt Road (via Greenfield Avenue and Lambert Avenue), past Glen Ellyn Village Links,
east on Fawell Boulevard, to points east of I-355.
Recommendation: Consider marketing the Downtown to bicyclists who travel along St. Charles Road east of Main
Street, and consider future upgrades to the “caution” routes to encourage bike ridership outside the Downtown area
and entice that ridership to visit Downtown Glen Ellyn. In addition, be supportive of DuPage County’s “Proposed
Local Bikeway” that could safely connect residents living in the southern portion of the community to Downtown Glen
Ellyn.
Bike Racks
Bike racks are provided at the Glen Ellyn Train Station, in Volunteer Park, and several locations along Main Street.
In-person observations indicate that many more racks are needed due to high bicycle parking demand on nice days
(i.e. bikes are frequently locked up to lamp posts, trees, and fences). Recommendation: Establish a coordinated
street furniture scheme (i.e. benches, lamp posts, bike racks, etc.) and install bicycle racks along Main Street and
adjacent to the Glen Ellyn Train Station first (Phase I), followed by side streets that intersect Main Street (Phase II),
and other Downtown streets (Phase III).
DuPage County Trail Plan
The DuPage County Trail Plan (2003) identified three improvement projects in the Village of Glen Ellyn, one of which
is located just outside the study area at the southwest corner of Park Boulevard and the railroad tracks. The
Park/Montclair “Commuter Parking Lot and Illinois Prairie Path Improvement Project” includes adding low-growing
and low-maintenance shrubs to separate the path from the parking area. This project is complete.

Transit

Mass transit moves large numbers of passengers for great distances with greater fuel-efficiency than a large number
of personal automobiles moving the same individuals from their points of origin to their points of destination. Freight
rail moves large quantities of goods and services for great distances with greater fuel-efficiency than a large number
of trucks moving the same inventory from their points of origin to their points of destination.
Although there are other means of mass transportation, rail (freight and commuter) and bus service are the primary
types discussed in this report.
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Public Transportation

Rail
The railroad is both a divider and a connector. It is a divider because commuter and freight trains pass through the
Downtown more than 100 times in a 24-hour period, interrupting travel for pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers. Yet
the railroad is also a connector – Metra passengers can connect to Downtown Chicago, Elburn, or anywhere in
between2, and they don’t need to drive to get there.
Metra
Metra Rail is a passenger rail system of 495 miles of tracks and 230 stations, and services Cook, DuPage, Kane,
Lake, McHenry, and Will Counties. After the Regional Transportation Authority was created in 1974, Metra
(along with Pace Bus and the Chicago Transit Authority) was created in 1983, to address the commuter rail
needs in northeastern Illinois.
Each train accommodates ADA passengers, and the off-peak hour transport of bicycles.

Source: www.metrarail.com and enhanced by TBS.
2

Metra’s Suburban Transit Access Route (STAR) Line could potentially provide additional connections for Glen Ellyn
residents in the future - from a transfer point in West Chicago – to places such as Naperville, Plainfield, and Joliet (to the
south) and Barrington, IKEA, and an O’Hare transfer point (to the north). http://metraconnects.metrarail.com/star.php
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Train Station
The original train station was built in 1852 and was known as Danby Station. The current station is located
on the north (inbound) side of the tracks. Improvements to the station area in 2008 included the
replacement of the retaining wall between the station and the sidewalk along Crescent Boulevard. Any
facility upgrade or replacement requests should be made in writing to Metra’s Executive Director.
The existing wood fencing along the tracks is in disrepair. Consider replacing this fencing with a decorative
metal fencing to match the historic and urban atmosphere of the Downtown.
During the public participation process, communities such as Wheaton, Downers Grove, and Naperville,
were mentioned by citizens and business owners when they were discussing Downtown Glen Ellyn;
therefore, the following discussion includes a side-by-side comparison of commuter-related items.
As with all good station areas, the four stations are surrounded by residential neighborhoods. Residents of
these neighborhoods tend to be the primary clientele of the station and the merchants in the station area.
Glen Ellyn has a small downtown and is completely surrounded by residential neighborhoods. By
comparison, Wheaton has a larger downtown and a college campus (Wheaton College) nearby. Currently,
Downers Grove has a small downtown; however, extensive mixed-use and multiple family developments will
change the character and the vibrancy of this downtown in the near future. Naperville has a larger
downtown settled along the DuPage River. This comparison community is different than the other three in
that the station is on the outskirts of the downtown area, and the railroad crossing is separated from
Washington Street (the “main” street connection to Downtown Naperville).
Glen Ellyn
Glen Ellyn Station

Wheaton
Wheaton Station

Downers Grove
Main Street Station

Naperville
Naperville Station

The rail line is a thick, black line; the primary roads are white with thin white borders; the yellow/light shading
is residential; the red/medium shading is commercial; and the blue/dark shading is institutional. All maps
are illustrated at the same scale. Source: www.rtams.org.
According to the Regional Transportation Asset Management System (RTAMS)3, within a ½-mile of the Glen
Ellyn Train Station, the population is 3,866, and within one mile, the population is 14,667. In addition, within
a ½-mile of the Glen Ellyn Train Station, employment is 2,129 employees, and within one mile, employment
is 3,470. Downers Grove has the largest population within a ½-mile of its station; Wheaton has the largest
population within one mile of its station; and Naperville has more jobs than population within ½-mile and
one-mile radii of its station.

3

Also referencing the 2000 U.S. Census Population Count and the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission (NIPC) 2000
Employment Estimates.
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Glen Ellyn
Wheaton
Downers Grove
Station Area
½-mile
1 mile
½-mile
1 mile
½-mile
1 mile
Population
3,866
14,667
3,665
15,178
4,301
13,766
Employment
2,129
3,470
5,135
13,408
2,291
5,244
Source: 2000 U.S. Census Population Count; NIPC 2000 Employment Estimates.

½-mile
3,907
4,678

Naperville
1 mile
13,487
14,416

Ridership
Metra ridership for weekday boardings4 at the Glen Ellyn Train Station has averaged 1,987 passengers per
day, with an all-time high of 2,506 boardings in 1979 (the first year data was available), and an all-time low
of 1,537 boardings in 2006 (the last year data was available). Similarly, Downers Grove’s ridership peaked
in 1979 with nearly the same number of passengers as Glen Ellyn. Wheaton reached its maximum ridership
in 1993, while Naperville reached its peak in 2006.
Glen Ellyn
Wheaton
Weekday
Number
Year Number
Year
Boardings
Maximum
2,506
1979
2,188
1993
Minimum
1,537
2006
1,655
2002
Average
1,987
1,967
Source: Metra Biennial Boarding and Alighting Counts.

Downers Grove
Number
Year
2,529
1,830
2,169

1979
1983
-

Number

Naperville
Year

4,112
2,571
3,431

2006
1983
-

Mode of Access
Mode of Access data was collected in 1999 and 2002. In Glen Ellyn, walking, biking, and carpooling
decreased; driving alone and being dropped off increased; and utilizing Pace Bus remained constant.
Wheaton was the only community that saw an increase in Metra passengers accessing the train station by
walking; Downers Grove had the lowest rates for driving alone; and Naperville had the highest utilization of
bus service.
Glen Ellyn
Wheaton
1999
2002
1999
2002
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Walking
29
25
19
22
Driving Alone
36
42
49
51
Dropped Off
19
22
15
20
Carpooling
5
3
3
3
Bus
7
7
7
3
Biking
2
1
3
1
Source: Metra 1999 & 2002 On-Board Passenger Survey.
Mode

Downers Grove
1999
2002
(%)
(%)
25
21
34
36
18
19
6
4
11
12
2
2

1999
(%)
9
47
19
4
18
1

Naperville
2002
(%)
9
47
18
5
17
2

Commuter Parking
Currently, Metra is conducting a Preliminary Engineering phase on the Union Pacific West Line Core
Capacity Upgrade, which is a part of the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA’s) New Starts program. This
study will look into increasing capacity of the line, including adding a third track between Elmhurst and River
Forest to allow for more express service. In addition, an Alternatives Analysis study has identified a need
4

Source: Metra Biennial Boarding and Alighting Counts.
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for an additional 1,658 commuter parking spaces between the Glen Ellyn Train Station and West Chicago
Station areas (including the College Avenue, Wheaton, and Winfield Stations) by 2011. A specific number
has not been identified for Downtown Glen Ellyn; however, the consideration for future parking must be
considered during the concept plan development, plan refinement, and implementation phases of the
Downtown Strategic Plan process. In addition, if the plan identifies the need for more dwelling units within
walking distance of the Glen Ellyn Train Station, the case for a reduced number of commuter parking stalls
must be made to Metra during the Core Capacity Upgrade planning and implementation processes.
The most recent commuter parking data was collected in 2007. Glen Ellyn – as well was Wheaton and
Downers Grove – had a parking utilization rate of 93%, while Naperville is at full capacity (100%).
Glen Ellyn
Wheaton
Parking
Number
% Number
%
Utilization
717
93
747
93
Source: Metra 2007 Parking Capacity and Utilization Count

Downers Grove
Naperville
Number
% Capacity
%
924
93
1,350
100

Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR)
The railway helped plant the roots for what is now Downtown Glen Ellyn. Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) owns
the rail right-of-way that traverses Downtown Glen Ellyn. The mission statement of the UPRR is: “Union Pacific
works for the good of our customers, our shareholders and one another. Our commitment defines us and drives
the economic strength of our company and our country.” The UPRR system has connections across the western
two-thirds of the country.
An “average freight trains per day” was not shared by the UPRR due to safety reasons; however, it is known that
freight trains have come to a complete stop in the Downtown, blocking north-south pedestrian, bicycle, and
automobile traffic.
A potential solution – to keep pedestrian activity alive in the Downtown area even when trains are blocking
access between the north side and south side of the tracks – is a pedestrian overpass or underpass in the
downtown area.
A vehicular overpass or underpass in the Downtown might be desirable as well; however, the ramifications of
how it impacts the ambiance of the history of the Downtown – especially Main Street – should be carefully
considered. Recommendation: Consider pursuing pedestrian overpass or underpass concepts in the
Downtown.
Bus
Glen Ellyn is served by Pace Bus, a division of the Regional Transportation Authority (which also oversees Metra
passenger rail, and the Chicago Transit Authority’s rail and city bus services).
Pace Bus
Like Metra, Pace Bus was created in 1983, to address the suburban bus needs in northeastern Illinois. Each
bus is ADA-accessible and has bike racks. Pace Bus oversees several travel programs:




Ride Share. Find potential carpool or vanpool matches with pacerideshare.com.
Metra Feeder. Ride to a Metra station from local neighborhoods.
Fixed Route. There are 230 routes throughout Pace Bus’ service area.
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Routes5
Glen Ellyn is served by three (3) rush hour feeder bus routes and one (1) full-service bus route; however,
only Routes 654, 657, and 715 service Downtown Glen Ellyn. As of June 9, 2008, Route 653 –
Bloomington/Glendale Heights, has been changed to/merged with Route 657.

Source: www.pacebus.com


654 – South Glen Ellyn
Provides rush hour feeder service from south Glen Ellyn to the Glen Ellyn Metra Station. Serves
Butterfield West and Raintree subdivisions.



657 – Bloomingdale/Glendale Heights
Provides rush hour feeder service from western Glendale Heights to the Glen Ellyn Metra Station.
Some of the residential areas served are: Glen Lake Club Apartments, Evergreen of Glendale
Heights, Deer Glen, Fordham Glen Apartments, Concord Pointe, and Wildwood Glen.



715 – Central DuPage
Provides service between Addison and Darien. Serves Glen Oaks Hospital, Finley Square,
Yorktown, College of DuPage, and the Glen Ellyn Metra and Westmont Metra Stations. Rush hour
service is provided to Argonne National Labs.

Ridership
Weekday ridership on Route 715 – a “Suburban Link” service – has been steady, with a range of averaging
493 passengers for the month of April over the past 12 years. The peak ridership level of 539 was recorded
in 2005.
Weekday ridership on the “Metra Feeder” routes (Routes 653, 654, and 657) serving the Glen Ellyn Train
Station has been in general decline since the first data was collected in 1997. All-time ridership lows
recorded for the month of April occurred in 2007 and 2008, one-half to one-third of the peak ridership levels
for each respective routes. Route 653 recorded 59 passengers, Route 654 recorded 28 passengers, and
Route 657 recorded 55 passengers. Although142 passengers doesn’t appear to be a significant number, if
we would assume that the other alternative was to drive alone, 142 vehicle trips have been saved through
Pace Bus’ Metra Feeder program.

5

Descriptions of all four routes were obtained from www.pacebus.com.
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Recommendation: Although the routes were recently reorganized on June 9, 2008, continue to consider
how to incorporate the Pace Bus service into the community by working with Pace Bus representatives,
neighboring community leaders, College of DuPage administration and students, and citizens, to increase
ridership by reducing the time between pick-ups and drop-offs.

Automobile
The personal automobile is one of the faster means of reaching a destination for local and regional trips, assuming
there is no congestion, road construction, etc. The primary market area of the Downtown – generally defined as
North Avenue to the north, Butterfield Road to the south, Main Street (Wheaton)/Naperville Road to the west, and I355 to the east – contains transportation alternatives other than the personal automobile; however, many
suburbanites consider using their cars first, other modes (such as bus, bike, walk) second. Traffic, access,
circulation, parking supply and parking demand are addressed in this report.
Traffic & Circulation
Downtown Glen Ellyn has some unique traffic patterns that may initially confuse drivers who are searching for a
parking space. One example is the Horse Trough at the intersection of Main Street and Crescent Avenue. Because
it is located in the intersection it forces one block of Main Street to have one-way traffic heading south, whereas the
rest of Main Street has two-way traffic. Therefore, northbound drivers are forced into a one-way loop, which can be
inconvenient whether they are looking for a parking space or are intending to head north of the Downtown area.
According to information provided by the Village of Glen Ellyn, there has been an average of 8.8 traffic accidents per
year within one hundred feet of this intersection, in 2003 to 2007. In 2008 there have already been 14 accidents
through the end of June. Some of these accidents involved cars that were parked on Main Street, while other
accidents happened at the intersection itself and were most likely due to drivers not understanding who has the rightof-way because of the location of the Horse Trough. In fact, some accidents have involved drivers crashing into the
Horse Trough itself, causing damage to it. Relocating the Horse Trough may help reduce confusion at this
intersection. If the Horse Trough is relocated then this intersection would need to have its traffic signage updated to
further clarify the traffic pattern to drivers. Northbound drivers who have just crossed the railroad tracks should still
be prohibited from making a left-hand turn from Main Street onto Crescent Avenue. If a left-hand turn was allowed at
this intersection then it would create a potential traffic back-up on Main Street across the railroad tracks, and this
situation should be avoided. Therefore, to reiterate, if the Horse Trough is to be relocated then Walker Parking
Consultants recommends installing new signage at the intersection to make the traffic patterns very clear to drivers
because of the proximity of the train tracks.
As mentioned above, the one-way block of Main Street just north of the Horse Trough also poses an inconvenience
to drivers. Changing this block back to two-way traffic flow may also help reduce confusion at the Horse Trough
intersection. A number of years ago many cities converted their downtown two-way streets to one-way streets to
improve upon roadway traffic flow. Now, however, moving vehicles swiftly through the Downtown area may be
counter-productive to providing a vibrant and prosperous Downtown that the Village of Glen Ellyn is seeking. A
number of cities are now studying their one-way streets and are converting them back to two-way to improve upon
wayfinding and property access. If the Village pursues a two-way traffic option, the angled parking would need to be
converted to parallel parking to ensure that drivers don’t try to attempt a U-turn into an on-street parking stall. A
potential benefit of converting angled parking stalls into parallel parking stalls is to increase sidewalk widths that
could accommodate outdoor dining, beautification displays, artwork, etc. The existing daily traffic counts for Glen
Ellyn, all fewer than 10,000 vehicles per day (vpd) with Main Street at 9,500 vpd north of the tracks and 8,600 vpd
south of the tracks, suggest that two-way streets could be easily accommodated throughout the Downtown study
area. The rule of thumb for daily traffic counts is that a typical street can handle 5,000 vpd/lane, which means that a
street with two lanes can handle 10,000 vpd. This is not to say that a roadway could not carry more than 5,000
vpd/lane satisfactorily, but it does say that if the traffic volumes are less than 5,000 vpd/lane then the traffic Level of
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Service (LOS) will be satisfactory. Many factors weigh into LOS including street width, mix of vehicles, traffic signal
timing, roadway grade, etc.; therefore, more analysis is needed when the traffic volumes exceed 5,000 vpd/lane. If
the daily traffic counts were to exceed 10,000 vpd then it might warrant keeping the one-way traffic flow on certain
streets or increasing the number of lanes in some of the two-way streets. Currently, the Downtown streets only
appear to be congested during special events or while traffic is stopped for a train crossing. Two-way streets are
recommended in the Downtown to improve business access, to avoid confusion for first-time visitors, and to relieve
potential gridlock associated with train traffic. A full traffic engineering study of Downtown streets would determine
the types of infrastructure components such as signage, turning lanes, on-street parking adjustments, etc. needed to
make the conversion from one-way to two-way traffic a reality.
Circulation Inventory and Traffic Access

Study Zone
The main zone that the parking assessment was performed in is bounded by Anthony Street to the north, Park
Boulevard to the east, Hillside Avenue to the south and Western Avenue to the west. The Park/Montclair parking lot
and the parking lot and street spaces for Glenbard West High School were also included in the assessment, since
they impact parking in the study area. An attached map labeled “Overall Site” shows the main study zone broken up
into smaller color-coded zones which are each enlarged on subsequent maps. The purpose of color-coding these
zones is to help orient the reader to which part of the Downtown area they are looking at when they compare the
enlarged maps to the overall Downtown map.
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Circulation
The Downtown area is an isolated neighborhood lacking an arterial. Main Street has an Average Annual Daily Traffic
(AADT) count of only 8,600-9,500, and Park Boulevard has an AADT of 9,700; whereas, Roosevelt Road has an
AADT of 43,700 and St. Charles/Geneva Road has an AADT of 18,500-19,200. Other area communities with more
active downtown centers include: Wheaton (16,800 AADT), Downers Grove (17,100 AADT), and Naperville (26,000
AADT).
Traffic Volume
Volume and location of commercial, retail, office, and residential uses have impacts on any downtown or
shopping area. Most national chain retailers look for 20,000 vehicles per day (minimum) before considering a
site, and Washington Street in Downtown Naperville exceeds the threshold; whereas, Main Street in Downtown
Glen Ellyn falls short of the threshold by more than half.
Glen Ellyn

Wheaton

Downers Grove

Naperville

Main Street

Main Street

Main Street

Washington Street

North
Average Annual Daily Traffic
9,500
Source: www.gettingaroundillinois.com

South
8,600

North
16,800

South
16,800

North
17,100

South
17,100

North
26,000

South
26,000

Streets
Vehicular traffic is circulated within the Downtown along critical one-way corridors, which creates a circular
circulation route. Transit-Oriented Developments (TODs) prefer a grid of interconnected, two-way streets that
provide many circulation options to get from “Point A” to “Point B”; however, all personal vehicle circulation is
secondary to pedestrian, bicycle, and transit (bus and train) modes of transportation.
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Street
Sections
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Street
Sections
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Railroad
The Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) bisects the Downtown into north-south segments, and the rail corridor
interrupts the flow of pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicular traffic each time a train passes through the Downtown.
Parking
Transit-Oriented Developments (TODs) – of which Downtown Glen Ellyn is an example – are about people, not
cars; therefore, people must be the top priority in any development design. However, in modern American
society, the facilities for personal automobiles cannot be ignored, and must be accommodated.
Parking should be shared whenever and wherever possible. The most straightforward example of shared
parking is utilizing daytime office parking for evening restaurant and entertainment parking. Rules of Thumb for
parking in TODs include the following6:





Retail:
Office:
Residential:
Mixed-Use Environment:

0-3 stalls/1,000 SF
1 stall/1,000 SF
1 stall/dwelling unit
50% shared stalls (minimum)

Since Downtown Glen Ellyn was established before the invention of the automobile, most of the properties are
small in size and shallow in depth, and the historic buildings on these properties cover most – if not all – of their
respective parcels, leaving little or no opportunity for on-site parking.
Parking Availability
An attached map labeled “Major Downtown Public Parking Lots” shows the locations of the major public parking lots
in the Downtown area. Each of these lots is then shown enlarged on a subsequent map. During field observations
Walker noted how full each lot was at the time of day it was visited, which is indicated as a percentage on the map.
Walker observed that most of the lots serving Metra commuters were at least 75% full on a typical weekday in April
2008. A more detailed supply/demand study conducted by Metra in 2007 showed that on a typical weekday the
parking lots serving the station were 93% full. Therefore, what Walker observed on April 9, 2008, of their field
observations seems to support the data from the past Metra study showing that the train lots were nearly full.
Walker’s field observation data is shown in the “Parking Inventory Matrix”. This matrix shows how full the parking lots
in the Downtown area were observed to be during various times of day. Glen Ellyn’s Parking Enforcement Officer
provided the night/evening parking count data, and Walker provided the daytime counts.
The matrix also includes data on all of the smaller business lots and street parking in the Downtown area, indicating a
percentage of how full they were at the times of day they were visited. The areas with the highest percentage of
occupied parking spaces were the Blue and Green Zones with 70% and 83% full. The area with the lowest
percentage of occupied spaces was the Purple Zone with 45% full. It is interesting to note that the Purple Zone has
the largest number of total parking spaces, while the Blue and Green Zones have the smallest numbers of total
parking spaces. This indicates that public and private parking is not evenly distributed within the study zone. It is
likely that the largest number of retail businesses are located in the Blue and Yellow Zones, which accounts for why
there is a higher number of occupied parking spaces in the Zones located to the east of Main Street. Overall, the
parking supply in the Downtown area appears to be unevenly distributed between public and private parking, which
contributes to the perceived shortage of parking in the area. This is discussed in more detail in the “Parking Supply”
section of this report.

6

Source: Transit-Oriented Development Design Training Session. AICP Planners Training Service, Chicago,
Illinois, June 6-7, 2008.
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Hours of Operation
Many of the public parking lots in Downtown Glen Ellyn require a permit to park in them during the main business
hours of the day, but are also available to non-permit holders at off-peak hours. Therefore, the parking supply varies
throughout the day. Table 1 also includes a list of the hours of availability for street parking and public parking lots.
The following information about downtown parking permits was obtained from the Village of Glen Ellyn:
There is a long waiting list for parking permits: two years is the average wait time. The wait time tends to be a little
shorter for merchant permits than for commuter permits. Of 896 total permit holders, 656 are commuters and 240
are merchants. The CBD Employee Lot is reserved for merchants only, while the Main Street, Park-Montclair and
Pennsylvania Lots are reserved for commuters only.
The breakdown of costs for permits is as follows:
Train lots (residents of Glen Ellyn):
Train lots (non-residents):
Train lots (merchants):
Other lots (residents):
Other lots (non-residents):
Other lots (merchants):

$340 per year
$580 per year
$220 per year
$280 per year
$520 per year
$160 per year

Permits are renewed on either a quarterly or annual basis. It is very rare for a permit-holder to give up their permit
once they’ve got one; most people will keep their permits for as long as they live in Glen Ellyn.
Permits are assigned to specific lots. Between all of the lots there are 644 total available spaces; therefore, with a
total of 896 permits sold, the lots are approximately 39% oversold. The tables below give a breakdown by lot.
There are no other types of parking permits in the Downtown area than what is discussed above.
Public Parking Permits

Duane/Lorraine
Crescent/Glenwood
Main/Pennsylvania
CBD Employee
Train Lots
Park/Montclair
South Main
Total

Permits
Commuter Merchant Leased
16
107
0
63
0
25
0
82
25
247
51
0
255
0
0
50
0
0
631
240
50

Stalls
Available*
247
-42
-10
-56
-72
-89
-8
-30

Stalls
Total
247
81
78
51
226
166
42
891

* Note: A negative number indicates that the lot is oversold.

Parking Access
Another issue to consider in evaluating the availability of parking in the Downtown area is how easy or difficult the
various parking lots are for drivers to access. Since there are a lot of one-way streets in the Downtown area, a driver
would need to become somewhat familiar with the traffic flow before they will know how to access each lot. As
previously discussed in the “Traffic & Circulation” section, one area which appears to be particularly confusing to
drivers is the one-way counterclockwise loop from Main Street heading east on Crescent Avenue to Forest Avenue
and Pennsylvania Avenue. Drivers heading north on Main street are forced to take this route, but it doesn’t lead
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them past any of the larger public parking lots. The Circulation Inventory and Traffic Access Map on Page 6-12
illustrates which streets in the Downtown area have one-way traffic flow, and how the one-way loop from Main Street
leads driver past more private parking than public parking.
Parking Supply – General Overview
In layman’s terms, the “parking supply” is the number of parking spaces available for use within a given area. In this
case the area in question is the Downtown study zone. It is important to have a “cushion” of extra spaces in the
supply to account for operating fluctuations, vehicle maneuvers, mis-parked vehicles, snow cover, and minor
construction, etc. A parking system operates at optimum efficiency at somewhat less than its actual capacity. It is
unrealistic to expect an arriving parker to find the last available parking space in a system without significant
frustration and the resulting perception that parking is inadequate.
Description of Parking Supply in Downtown Glen Ellyn
The overall study zone provides approximately 3,030 stalls for the Downtown area. Of these spaces, 1,151 are
available in “public”, off-street parking lots that serve Metra commuters, customers of Downtown businesses and
Village employees. Some of these lots require permits for parking or include meters for collecting revenue. Of the
1,151 off-street “public” stalls, 508 off-street stalls are available all day (metered, a daily fee, or free), an additional 45
off-street stalls are available (on average) in the Train A/B/C/D commuter lots immediately surrounding the Glen Ellyn
Train Station after 11:00 a.m. Monday-Friday, and an additional 66 off-street stalls are available (on average) in the
Park/Montclair commuter lot after 2:00 p.m. Monday-Friday.
Approximately half (247 of 508 stalls) of the all-day public parking stalls are located on the periphery of the
Downtown in the Duane/Lorraine Lot west of the Public Library, in a location that is not convenient to Downtown
shopping. An added disincentive to park at the Duane/Lorraine Lot is a daily parking fee. Free parking is available in
more convenient locations within the core Downtown area.
The Park/Montclair commuter lot stalls are also on the periphery of the Downtown, west of Park Boulevard and south
of the tracks. Although these stalls are slightly more convenient location-wise than the Duane/Lorraine Lot, they are
not as convenient to the Downtown restaurants as the South Main Lot on Main Street between Duane and Hillside.
There are also approximately 1,465 stalls located in various “private” business parking lots that serve individual
businesses. These lots do not require permits and do not charge fees, but they are intended to be strictly reserved
for customer and employee parking of the businesses that they serve and therefore are not included in the same
count as public parking.
The third parking category is on-street “public” parking. There are approximately 414 on-street stalls in the study
zone. These stalls are reserved for customer parking only, and most have a three-hour time limit.
Please note that Glenbard West is just east of the Downtown study area, yet it impacts parking at the east end of the
Downtown. Parking is available for faculty and student use, and it includes 166 off-street and 50 on-street parking
stalls. In addition, some private property owners lease out parking spaces to high school students.
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Public Parking per Quadrant

274
373

65
439
Public Parking = 1,151 stalls

629
450

173
213
Private Parking = 1,465 stalls

102

158

70

84
On-Street Parking = 414 stalls

1,005
893

396
736
Total Parking = 3,030 stalls
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Parking Inventory
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126
339
58
513
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Parking Inventory Matrix
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It should be noted that all of the above parking inventory counts are approximate. This is due to the fact that some of
the lots do not have paint stripes, which mostly applies to the business parking count category. Of the public lots, the
only lot that wasn’t striped at the time of the parking counts is the Park/Montclair lot. It has since been reconstructed,
and it contains 167 stalls.
The maps on Page 6-20 illustrate the proportion of public parking spaces to private parking spaces in the Downtown
area. It can easily be seen that there is a larger area of private spaces than public spaces. As noted above, there
are 1,723 private spaces and 1,513 public spaces (including street parking). This means that more than half of the
parking spaces in the Downtown area are reserved for private use. Again, it is important to note that the private
spaces are in privately owned lots that are reserved for patrons of each particular business. The public is not allowed
to park in these spaces while going to other businesses or events, or else the business owners can have their cars
towed. Therefore, the supply of parking spaces that is available to the general public is much lower than the overall
Downtown parking supply. If the private businesses did not have their own parking lots then there would only be
1,513 parking spaces available in the entire Downtown area. This is why there is a perceived parking shortage in the
Downtown area: there is not an “even” supply of both public and private parking.
One reason for the public parking supply being lower than the private parking supply is that the C5A zoning district
(which the Downtown area belongs to) does not require parking spaces to be provided at all for downtown
businesses – these businesses are allowed to rely on street parking to meet their supply needs, and street parking
only makes up about 13% of the overall Downtown parking supply. One component of parking that the Downtown
area lacks is a “shared parking” supply, in which a person could park in a single parking lot or structure and then walk
to multiple businesses in the Downtown area without having to worry about re-parking in each business’s private lot
or on the street.
Supply Characteristics of a Typical Downtown
Most successful downtowns have parking hassles – if they didn’t, they wouldn’t be successful. Parking demand
is highest at the point of destination, and the demand decreases as the distance of the parking stall from the
desired destination increases; therefore, parking meters are generally found in the most desirable parking
locations and not in the outlying parking areas.
On-street parking is a part of the downtown. If there is enough right-of-way, angled parking is a good choice
because it provides more stalls per block length; if sidewalk space is limited, parallel parking can maximize the
sidewalk dimension while still accommodating flow-through traffic. An added bonus to parallel parking is that it
serves as a protective physical barrier between the pedestrian and the vehicular through-traffic, providing peace
of mind for the pedestrian.
Surface lots are minimized, due to the higher land values associated with downtown locations and the noticeable
physical gaps they can create in the streetscape.
In general, the costs associated with structured parking can be justified and better-absorbed where the demand
for parking is the highest – within or near the heart of the downtown..
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Supply Characteristics of Downtown Glen Ellyn Parking
The public off-street parking is concentrated primarily along the rail corridor. All public parking – commuter,
general public, and on-street – is maintained by the Department of Public Works and enforced by the Police
Department.






Commuter Lots. In general, these lots are located on lands owned by the railway and are maintained
and enforced by the Village’s Department of Public Works and Police Department, respectively.
Public Lots. In general, these lots are owned by the Village. A few lots are one block off the rail
corridor, with two adjacent to civic buildings (the Civic Center and the Fire Station) and one stand-alone
lot (the South Main lot).
Private Lots. These lots are spread throughout Downtown, with a greater number of stalls in the
northwest quadrant of the Downtown, due to the DuPage Medical Clinic parking needs. Private lots
serve the properties on which they are located, and are utilized by building owners, business owners,
employees, and customers of the establishments.
On-Street Parking. These parallel and angled stalls are located in public rights-of-way under the
Village’s jurisdiction.

Public Parking Supply

376
443

223
523

Private Parking Supply

629
450
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Evening Occupancies
June 26
June 27
June 28
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59%
25%
3%
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Evening Occupancies
June 26
June 27
June 28
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84%
100%
100%
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Evening Occupancies
June 26
June 27
June 28
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81%
25%
23%
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Evening Occupancies
June 26
June 27
June 28
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15%
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Evening Occupancies – Train B
June 26
June 27
June 28

37%
52%
76%
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Evening Occupancies – Train A
June 26
June 27
June 28

66%
47%
91%
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Evening Occupancies – Train D
June 26
June 27
June 28

68%
37%
38%
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June 26
June 27
June 28

33%
33%
85%
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Evening Occupancies
June 26
June 27
June 28
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Evening Occupancies
June 26
June 27
June 28
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33%
58%
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Evening Occupancies
June 26
June 27
June 28
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12%
13%
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Evening Occupancies
June 26
June 27
June 28
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27%
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Parking Demand – General Overview
In layman’s terms, the “parking demand” is the amount of parking spaces needed within a certain area, based on the
amount of parking generated by various land uses within that area, and the effective supply “cushion”, as described
above. For example, a typical retail store would generate a need for approximately 3.3 parking spaces for every
1,000 square feet of floor area of the store. If a retail store has 10,000 square feet of floor area then it would
generate a need for 33 parking spaces. Restaurants typically require 10 to 25 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet
of restaurant area, depending on what type of restaurant it is. Medical offices such as dental offices typically require
6 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet of office area. All of these examples are based on national averages.
Description of Parking Demand in Downtown Glen Ellyn
One of the major contributors to parking demand in the Downtown area is the Metra Rail system. The Glen Ellyn
Metra Station is located near the intersection of Crescent Boulevard and Forest Avenue. A study conducted by
Metra in 2006 showed that on a typical weekday 1,537 people boarded trains and 1,487 people disembarked trains
at the Glen Ellyn Station. Another study conducted by Metra in 2007 showed that on a typical weekday the parking
lots serving the station were 93% full. Walker also made observations of the parking lots serving Metra during their
field visits and noted that these lots were mostly full on typical weekdays.
Another of the major contributors to parking demand is the various Downtown businesses, restaurants, retail stores,
etc. Some businesses have their own private parking lots, while others rely on customers using street parking. One
of the main concerns of business owners with private lots is having people park in their lots and leave their cars there
while they patronize other businesses. Many of these lots have signs posted notifying people that their cars will be
towed if illegally parked. Business owners have the legal right to have vehicles towed from their private property,
provided that they have the appropriate signage in place notifying customers of the parking restrictions and the
towing company information. As previously discussed in the “Parking Supply” section of this report, there is a larger
supply of private parking spaces than public parking spaces, leading to an unevenness in the parking supply since
there is considerable demand for business, restaurant and retail parking. In addition, the majority of the off-street
private and public parking lots are outside of the C5A district.
Business, restaurant and retail parkers can also use the on-street parking spaces. One of the main issues with onstreet parking, however, is that these spaces are intended for customer use only but are often used by employees of
the various Downtown businesses. As the number of part-time employees increases, the demand for employee
parking increases also, and more employees are going to be parking in spaces that are intended for customers.
Several of the major Downtown parking lots have meters, including the Main/Pennsylvania lot, Crescent/Glenwood,
U.P. West and South Main. Most of the meters have a 3-hour limit, but the South Main lot and the
Crescent/Glenwood lot also have 6-hour limit meters. None of the street parking spaces have meters, but they are
patrolled regularly for vehicles that park there longer than the posted time.
The close proximity of Glenbard West High School to the Downtown area also has an impact on business parking
spaces at the east end of Downtown. Some businesses have sold parking spaces to high school students,
effectively taking these spaces out of the Downtown parking supply on weekdays.
Another factor that affects parking demand is that special events are often held in or near the Downtown area, such
as the Taste of Glen Ellyn, the Independence Day Parade, and an annual Cardboard Boat Regatta. The parking
regulations are somewhat relaxed during these events to accommodate the large crowds.
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To summarize, the user groups that generate demand for parking in Downtown Glen Ellyn can be characterized as
the following types:










Metra commuters
Retail patrons
o Day
o Night
o Weekend
Office patrons
o Day
o Night
o Weekend
Residents
o Day
o Night
o Weekend
Employees
Government officials – Civic Center, Police, Fire, etc.

Parking Enforcement
When it comes to parking, adjustments need to be made to maximize the efficiencies of the existing parking supply
prior to making an investment in expanding the parking supply. Communities in the Chicagoland have different
approaches to commuter and shopper parking. The general parking strategies for the communities of Wheaton,
Downers Grove, Naperville, Hinsdale, and Geneva, are summarized on the following pages.
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Wheaton
The City of Wheaton has off-street and on-street parking supplies. There are off-street parking lots to the east
and west of the Metra station, including a parking garage to the northeast. On-street metered parking is broken
down as follows:






1-hour
2-hour
4-hour
9-hour
12-hour

Yellow
Red
Green
Blue
Purple

The majority of the 12-hour parking is provided west of the station – away from the primary shopping district on
Main Street three blocks east of the station. The majority of the short-term parking (1-, 2- and 4-hour parking) is
located near the primary shopping district to keep the convenient shopper parking more available throughout the
day.

Source: www.wheaton.il.us
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Downers Grove
Downers Grove has a five-level parking structure two blocks south of its Main Street Station. The parking
arrangements are as follows:






Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 5

4-hour Free Shopper Parking
4-hour Free Shopper Parking, Employee Permit Parking
Daily Fee Parking
Daily Fee Parking, Employee Permit Parking
“Lot S” Commuter Parking , Employee Permit Parking

The Daily Fee Parking is available between 5:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m., and all parking spaces are free after 3:00
p.m. weekdays, Saturdays, Sundays, and major holidays. Pay stations with “Smart Debit” cards are utilized
where the parking fee is subtracted from the card. The card can be recharged up to $100.

Source: www.downers.us
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Naperville
Commuter parking for the Downtown Naperville Train Station is at full capacity. Daily fee parking is primarily onstreet parking, with payments at the Station.
Since the Metra station is located on the periphery of Downtown Naperville (approximately four blocks north of
the last street on the map below), the commuter parking and visitor/shopper parking are not comingled. Bicycle
parking is available in three different Downtown locations, including structured parking locations. Free parking is
available in all municipal structures and lots. The general parking restrictions are as follows:




On-Street
Surface Lots
Parking Structures

2 hours
3 hours
3 hours to unlimited

In general, the public parking is evenly-distributed throughout Downtown Naperville, as illustrated below:

Source: www.ribfest.net
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Hinsdale
The Village of Hinsdale has recently updated its parking arrangements to maximize the use of existing parking
stalls. Permits used to be issued based on lot location; however, the permits are now issued based on use, and
are broken down into the following color-coded categories:







Commuter Parking
Merchant Parking
Shopper Only/Merchant
Lincoln Lot Merchant
Village Employees
Merchant Parking

Blue
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Purple

The permit holders may park in any area that matches the color of the hang tag. Permit hours for merchant and
employee lots are from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (except Sundays). Permit hours for commuter lots are from 7:00
a.m. to 9:15 a.m. (except Sundays). Free parking is available in the Village lot after 9:15 a.m. Monday-Saturday,
and all-day Sunday and major holidays. The Chestnut Street Lot is a “daily fee” lot ($0.25/hour) from 6:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m., and may be used by merchants, commuters, and shoppers.

Source: www.villageofhinsdale.org
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Geneva
Like Naperville, the Geneva Metra station is on the periphery of the Downtown (at the bottom of the map below);
therefore, the commuter parking is located to the south of the Downtown. Public parking in the central business
district is spread evenly throughout the Downtown, as illustrated with the orange “P” symbol on the map below.
On-street parking is also available.

Source: www.geneva.il.us
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Local Perceptions
Although a new parking ordinance was adopted in 2007, many participants still expressed concern over the parking
situation in Downtown Glen Ellyn. Although most people felt that the “chalk enforcer” was too efficient, others felt that
he was not doing enough to enforce the parking restrictions.
During the interview process, someone mentioned that the Community Service Officer should be more of an
“ambassador” for the Downtown, and he should transport shoppers between their cars and the core shopping area.
Past Studies
The Village has several past studies that provide insight into the history of traffic and circulation issues in the
Downtown area.
Previous Downtown Glen Ellyn Parking Study
A detailed supply/demand study for parking in the central business district of Glen Ellyn was conducted by
Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc. in 1998 - 1999. It noted that at the time there was currently adequate parking
in the Downtown area, even though there was heavy use by short-term parkers in several of the blocks along
Main Street. It also concluded that the projected parking demand in Glen Ellyn could be met without the need to
construct multilevel parking structures. However, it went on to state that “prudent planning suggests that
conveniently located, larger parking lot sites be preserved for possible garage structures in the long-term future.”
Transportation and Circulation Plan
In 1971, the Village of Glen Ellyn adopted a transportation and circulation plan by Crawford, Bunte, Roden, Inc.,
titled: Final Summary Report: Transportation and Circulation Plan for Glen Ellyn, Illinois. At the time, there were
50 trains passing through the Downtown each day. Anticipating future growth in the area, it was concluded that
a grade separation was the only real solution for the Downtown to remain viable. The Central Business District
Circulation Plan suggested several new strategies, including the following vehicular facilities:




Phase 1 – New Forest Avenue and Glenwood Avenue at-grade crossings.
Phase 2 – A Lorraine Road/Western Avenue overpass at the railroad tracks.
Phase 3 – A Park Boulevard underpass at the railroad tracks.

Some of these concepts – especially the construction of additional at-grade crossings – are not supported by
today’s transportation practices. In addition, the Village has made decisions – such as new development in an
area identified for a by-pass connection – that make it difficult to further implement.
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DuPage Area Transit Plan 2020
The DuPage Area Transit Plan 2020 was developed to “address the issues of mobility” in the DuPage County area.7
The 2020 transit potential in Glen Ellyn near the Train Station ranges from low (in the Lake Ellyn area), to medium
(the area south of the tracks), to high (the area northwest of Main Street and the tracks). This study mentioned that
details and features should be incorporated into the station design that makes it easily-identifiable as a train station.
Nearby convenience amenities such as coffee, snacks, newspapers, dry cleaning, and groceries should be provided
in the station area.
This plan identifies that it is important to ensure a safe, comfortable, and efficient environment for pedestrians.
Pedestrian-friendly facilities include: continuous sidewalks, bus shelters with benches, streetscaping (street trees,
landscaping, signage, etc.), crosswalks, intersection improvements, and pedestrian bridges.8

A pedestrian environment with retail storefront, wide sidewalk, street tree, park bench, floral,
and on-street parking amenities. Source: DuPage Area Transit Plan 2020, Page 48.
Ample sidewalks, human-scaled lighting, compact development, narrow streets, interesting retail displays and a mix
of uses create pedestrian-friendly environments.9

7
8
9

DuPage Area Transit Plan 2030. Oak Brook, IL: DuPage Mayors and Managers Conference in Cooperation with
DuPage County, 2002. Page iii.
Page 48.
Page 50.
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Regional Transportation Authority
The Regional Transportation Authority (RTA) oversees the operations of the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA), Metra
commuter rail, and Pace suburban bus, which is the second-largest transit system in the United States.

Summary of Key Recommendations
Recommendations – Short-Term
There are several ways in which the parking conditions in the Downtown area can be improved. One suggestion is to
re-evaluate the time limits that are posted for street spaces and metered spaces. For example, if more of the 3-hour
meters in the Crescent/Glenwood and South Main lots are converted to 6-hour meters then more people might
choose to park in those lots than on adjacent streets. This would help free up more street parking for short-term
parkers who are only in the area to visit one particular business. This concept could be further strengthened by
changing the time limit on street spaces from 3 hours to 2 hours.
Recommendations – Long-Term
Another way to help alleviate parking congestion is to construct a parking garage. As the maps and matrix show,
parking is not evenly distributed within the Downtown study zone. For example, a large amount of parking spaces
are concentrated in the northwest corner of the study zone because of the medical clinic located there; however, the
area with the largest percentage of occupied parking spaces is the northeast corner of the study zone. Since the
medical clinic stalls in the northwest corner are not part of the “public” supply they do not help alleviate any
congestion that might occur for retail shoppers or Metra commuters who are looking for parking spaces in the
northeast corner. The point that this illustrates is that much of the parking in the Downtown area is “use-specific”,
and there is not an existing parking facility that accommodates a “shared parking” philosophy.
This is a good example of a case where a parking structure can be an asset to a Downtown area. By having one
centrally-located facility for all retail and business parking, visitors to the Downtown area will be able to park once but
patronize more than one type of destination in the Downtown area. This could allow business owners to reserve
more of the spaces in their private lots for their customers or employees, in order to allow more customers access to
use the street spaces. A parking structure might also allow for more street spaces to be dedicated to convenience
parking.
If more civic events and special events are held in the Downtown area it would be especially attractive to have a
centrally-located parking structure available to people coming into the Downtown area for those events. Public
perception is that there is currently a parking problem in the Downtown area, and as the saying goes, “perception is
reality.” In Walker Parking’s opinion, it appears that an appropriate number of parking spaces exist in the Downtown
area; however, these spaces may not be in the best locations to serve the needs of the Downtown area in the most
effective manner. For all of these reasons, it is Walker’s opinion that a parking structure would be an attractive
addition to the Downtown area. In addition, existing surface lots could become available for infill development.
Additional parking will be necessary accommodate the needs of future development, including the event and
recreation programming for the community greenspace. The amount and location of structured and surface parking
will be dependent upon the programming outcomes of the preferred Downtown Strategic Plan. Parking
improvements should be coupled with efficient traffic circulation recommendations.
Parking Structure Concepts
It is one of the goals of the Downtown Strategic Plan to determine if any additional parking spaces are needed in the
Downtown area, and what location would be best for a parking structure to be built in if one is needed. Walker’s
overall impression is that people in Glen Ellyn feel that a parking structure would help alleviate the public-perceived
parking problems in the Downtown area. Through discussions with various Downtown business people and Village
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employees, a lot of people mentioned that they would like to see a parking structure built in the Downtown area. A
parking structure could include permit parking for Metra commuters, public parking for shoppers and leased parking
for Downtown business owners and their employees, and could help alleviate parking congestion during peak
shopping days and special events. Based on ensuring the highest and best use of Downtown properties (especially
existing surface parking lots), potential new development and community event programming as the result of the
Downtown Strategic Plan process, and public perception, providing structured parking in the Downtown area is
recommended.
In general, the most basic type of parking structure is one in which there are two aisles (or “bays”) of parking side by
side, with one of them being flat and the other one being a ramp going up to the next parking level. The ramp should
be no steeper than a slope of 6% in order for cars to park on it. Each bay would be approximately 63 feet wide to
accommodate cars parking at 90-degrees on both sides of a two-way drive aisle. The ramp would need to be long
enough to reach the next level at a height of around 10’ to 11’ above the floor below it. Therefore, a “basic” parking
structure would require a footprint of approximately 125’ wide by 275’ long. If a particular site does not meet those
dimensions then there are other styles of parking structures that can work. For example, if the site is not wide
enough then angled parking with one-way drive aisles can be used instead of 90-degree parking in order to make the
bays narrower. In this case both of the parking bays would need to be ramped; one would be for upbound traffic and
the other for downbound traffic. For another example, if the site is not long enough then both bays can slope or a
“speed ramp” can be used instead of a parking ramp. Speed ramps have steeper slopes such as 12% and no cars
are allowed to park on them. These are just three examples of how a parking structure can be designed to
accommodate a small site; there are many other options available.
In April 2008 interviews were held at the Glen Ellyn Civic Center with various stakeholders who were chosen by the
Village Board. These stakeholders included business owners, residents, Village employees and other people who
work in Downtown Glen Ellyn. Several sites were suggested during the interview process for a possible parking
structure location. The following is a list of proposed sites:










Main/Pennsylvania Lot
East Side of Glenwood Avenue, between Pennsylvania and Crescent
Crescent/Glenwood Lot
The southwest corner of Pennsylvania and Forest Avenues
The area between Crescent Boulevard and the Tracks, East of Park Boulevard
Duane/Lorraine Lot
South Main Lot
Civic Center Lot
Park/Montclair Lot

The feasibility of building a parking structure on these lots depends on several variables. As discussed above, the
size of the site will determine what “style” of parking structure can be built on it. Some parking structure layouts are
more efficient than others, in that they can achieve a higher number of parking spaces per square foot of structure. If
a site lends itself to a more efficient parking layout then it will be more cost effective to build.
Another factor is the slope of the site. For example, if a site is situated on a corner where one of the adjoining streets
slopes up and the other slopes down, then it’s possible that the parking structure could have an upper entrance and a
lower entrance, and therefore no internal ramp would be needed. A structure like this could be very efficient,
although some excavation would be required for the lower level which would add cost. A parking structure with
underground levels would be more expensive to build than one that is fully above ground.
Access to the site is another factor to consider. A structure that is located on a corner lot can potentially have two
entry/exit points, whereas one that is located midblock might only be able to have one entry/exit point. The traffic
pattern on the streets will also affect the parking structure. If the structure is located on a one-way street then it limits
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the choices for how drivers will enter and exit the structure, and could cause back-ups inside the structure or on the
street. All of the above factors should be evaluated in detail when choosing a site for a future parking structure, and
will be considered during the development of “bubble diagram” concept alternative plans.
General Parking
The parking recommendations should be reviewed as soon as possible after the plan is adopted. Short-term parking
initiatives should be implemented where applicable. If the need for a multi-level parking garage receives the
appropriate support, then steps should be taken to work out and finalize the details and implement the
recommendation as soon as possible.
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